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Showcases are the shop window of the world

ST-VITRINEN TRAUTMANN
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ST 32

ST 21
Monitor systems for the passenger
information at the Central Station of Vienna
ST 22
Information and advertising in the same
design line at the Central Station Berlin

ST 31
Interactively available real estate offers
via 55'' monitor with touch function

ST 23
Integrated information systems at the
Central Station Cologne/Breslauer Platz

ST 32
Multitouch wayfinding system
in a shopping mall

ST 24
Combination of digital and analogue
systems at the Central Station Salzburg

ST 33
46" monitor with touch function
TIM - Graz

ST 21

ST 31

ST 33

DIGITAL
SIGNAGE

INFORMATIONSYSTEMS
We offer suitable systems for every kind of
passenger information. You have the possibility
to design information and advertising systems
within a consistent design line by the variability
of our in-house profile constructions. The trend
of information systems is towards digital
systems that are equipped with interactive
elements operated by multi touch control on
request.

With our newly developed product line
e.Vitrum®-INTERACTIVE we open up a new
dimension in the DooH market. Passersby are
not passive viewers anymore, but control
themselves what is displayed. Even a
combination with gaming software is possible
and combines the advertising message with an
emotional sense of achievement.

ST 23

ST 34

Information that previously had only been
displayed passively becomes operable.
Subway maps can be zoomed, real estate offers
displayed and product listings scrolled. While
still outside the customer can learn about what
to expect inside.

ST 34
75'' monitor with interactive software,
controlled by motion capture and a multitouch user interface
ST 35
Passenger information system with an
interactive touchsreen solution
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ST 41
City Light column in 8/1 format

ST 51
Premium, individually designed
showcase range for the stationery
manufacturer MONTBLANC

ST 42
Classic CLP showcase/aluminium
frame construction
ST 43
Special construction Media-Markt

ST 52
Backlit large area posters at the front
of the company SCHÜCO

ST 44
City Light system in Swiss F12 format
for the chain-store MIGROS

ST 53
Outdoor clock with advertising space
and granite elements
ST 43

ST 41

ST 42

ST 52

ST 51

ST 44

PROJECT
SOLUTIONS

CITY
LIGHTS
City Light showcases are still the classic among
the out of home media and a cityscape without
cannot be imagined. Our challenge is to
achieve technical improvements regarding
safety, management and brilliance of the
backlighting and simultaneously have regard
to an adapted, individual design of the urban
surrounding, the surrounding architecture and
of course the customer requirements.

ST 45

ST 54

ST 55
Boulevard showcases in the corporate
design of the city marketing in the
pedestrian area in Westerland, Sylt

ST 46
VITRUM® poster showcases with white
passepartout in front of the world cultural
heritage “Völklinger Hütte”
ST 46

One of our essential strengths is it to implement
customer projects at short notice, efficiently and
cost-effectively.
With more than 200 own profile systems and
nearly 50 years of project experience we
broaden our horizons of technical
achievements and offer our customers
constructive design flexibility which is unique.
We do not only guarantee this for major projects
with large quantities, but particularly for the
single-item production that allows the customer
to get his personal product of individual
characteristics.

ST 54
Boulevard showcase with real estate offers
at the Volksbank Nordhorn

ST 45
Double-sided CLP showcases
of VITRUM® design with black
passepartout in front of the
museum Brandhorst in Munich.
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ST 53
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ST 55

ST 56
Showcases and advertising showcases with
LCD display and stainless steel posts in a
consistent design line.

ST 56

ST 61
All-glass showcase of the
Leibniz University in Hanover

ST 71
Discounter showcases
ST 72
Star-shaped showcase system for a
church community

ST 62
SIGNUM showcase series
design by Ute Bröker

ST 73
PLENUM – Our classic showcase

ST 63
Museum showcase with flat LED
illumination in the upper part

ST 74
Sliding door showcase in a niche

ST 64
Hood showcase in the museum
for glass art in Lauscha

ST 61

ST 75
Showcase in front of the Paderhalle

ST 62

ST 63

ST 71

ST 64

ST 72

ST 74

ST 73

ST 75

EXHIBITION
SHOWCASES

SHOWCASES
INDOOR+
OUTDOOR

The role of a showcase presenting precious
exhibits is very important. The showcase needs
to emphasize the presented object and draws
attention to it, but simultaneously the showcase
must remain nearly invisible. We walk a
tightrope with our slim, linear profile systems on
the one hand and our especially transparent
all-glass constructions on the other hand. We
offer a comprehensive portfolio of illumination,
safety engineering and accessories for both
versions.

ST 65

ST 76

Showcases of different characteristics, sizes
and depths are called into action where people
should be informed on site. In this segment we
offer one of the largest product ranges for
indoor and outdoor use. We advise and supply
individual customers like schools, churches or
sport clubs with the same commitment like
transport services, supermarket chains and
nationwide discount groceries.

ST 76
Discounter showcase VITRUM®
of our premium range

ST 66

ST 65
Indoor showcases of the VERTUM
series with square profile construction

ST 77
Tourist information showcase in
combination with an advertising
showcase and an outdoor clock

ST 66
All-glass showcases of the FANUM
series for a company exhibition

ST 78
Indoor showcase MOVEO with sliding
door and rounded housing edges
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ST 81
Coiling sheet machine
ST 82
Profile stock II in the logistics centre
ST 83
Our vehicle fleet
ST 84
Despatch area for monitor showcases
ST 85
Profile machining centre - SBZ II
ST 81

ST 83

ST 82

ST 84

ST 85

OUR
PROFILE
Since 1969 we plan, develop and manufacture
showcases and clocks for a wide range of
applications for the indoor and outdoor area.
Our innovative information systems are
developed by a network of partners, architects
and planners to be realised by our team of
skilled metal workers, carpenters, glaziers and
electronic technicians. It has always been our
demand to provide our products with the
highest quality, safety and operability and to
give them a unique, individual design.
Hauptfirmensitz in Bielefeld - Verwaltung und Produktion auf ca. 7.000m²

ST-VITRINEN TRAUTMANN
GmbH & Co. KG
Grafenheider Str. 100
33729 Bielefeld
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